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25 unique narcotics anonymous meeting templates na - the signing sheet has is titled as na meeting attendance sheet
beneath it is the blank intended to be filled by the head of the group beneath these are three columns consisting of
numerous rows the rows are titled as date name of group and the signature of the participant a sample na meeting format a
generic narcotics meeting usually, attendance record for alcoholics or narcotics anonymous - attendance record for
alcoholics or narcotics anonymous meeting name the above named individual is to attend alcoholics narcotics anonymous
meetings we will appreciate a member of the group signing this record of attendance at the end of each meeting the
applicant is expected to fill out all the columns with the, meeting attendance cards narcotics anonymous - drug courts
meeting attendance cards and mandated attendance at na meetings have become a reality of life and can be compatible
with our primary purpose a narcotics anonymous group has two basic choices in facing this reality be proactive have a plan
of action and then consistently carry through with it or choose not to validate the, attendance form for alcoholics
narcotics anonymous meetings - attendance form for alcoholics narcotics anonymous meetings name supervision officer
the above captioned individual is required by his supervision conditions to attend alcoholics anonymous meetings we will
appr eciate a member of the group signing this record of attendance at the end of each meeting, alcoholics anonymous aa
sign in attendance sheet - an alcoholics anonymous aa sign in attendance sheet is a unified form that is used to record
attendance at aa meetings whether you are mandated to attend or simply trying to maintain good habits this sheet is an
easy way to keep all meetings logged in a single place, 6 proof of aa attendance forms pdf - can a proof of aa attendance
form be used for other anonymous meetings a document preparer should specifically state the type of meeting which can be
documented in the form for instance an aa na attendance sheet can be created for attendees of alcoholics anonymous and
narcotics anonymous meetings aa na attendance form, court cards and attendance sheets na pr org - court cards are
those documents newcomers bring to meetings to have signed to prove to the government that they have attended a na
meeting attendance cards or sheets are from non governmental agencies such as therapeutic communities treatment or
other entity wishing to verify attendance by their clients at a na meeting, na meetings sign in sheet pdfsdocuments2 com
- na meetings sign in sheet pdf free download here aa na sign in sheet na narcotics anonymous recovery program meeting
attendance log types of meeting indicate both general and specific type title 12 step meeting attendance sheet aa na ca dra
ga, meeting attendance forms 12step org - 12 step meeting attendance forms from 12step org based on what we found
we have created our own simple sign up sheet as shown below this has not been officially endorsed by any organization as
far as we know but then we do not know of any official form that has been endorsed, meetings lane county area narcotics
anonymous - groups often mark or sign attendance sheets or court cards as a courtesy to people who request it but some
groups and members choose not to do so if needed it is best to ask how the group handles this before the meeting begins
most groups provide schedules or directories of other local na meetings, aa na attendance sheet yuma county - aa na
attendance sheet probationer probation officer this form must be completed and turned in to the probation department by
the end of each and every attendance time from to certification i certify that attendance to above sessions are true i
understand that any falsification of information is a, recovery program meeting attendance log kylap org - general aa
alcoholics anonymous specific d discussion meeting ca cocaine anonymous sp speaker meeting na narcotics anonymous s
b step or big book study meeting na narcotics anonymous recovery program meeting attendance log types of meeting
indicate both general and specific type, new york na meetings narcotics anonymous groups in ny - na meetings in ny
and other support groups in new york for help overcoming addiction comprehensive list of new york narcotics anonymous
meetings, forged na meeting signatures grasscity forums the 1 - so i was supposed to attend 10 aa or na meetings for
this program that i was required by the court to do but i only went to one and got 1 guy to sign my aa attendance paper and
then i got about 5 other signatures with people and their phone numbers who i was supposed to contact if i needed help
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